INTRODUCTION
In this paper we focus on the development of synchronous groupware, which allows users at different places to interact at the same time. Until now synchronous groupware encompasses a wide range of applications like collaborative whiteboards, text editors or web browsers. All these applications have to share data and maintain data consistency.
When developing several groupware applications, like a distance teaching environment [7] , we noticed that shared data and maintaining data consistency are among the main obstacles for groupware development. In our opinion, groupware development should be almost as easy as the development of single-user applications. This idea lead to an object manager in coherence with DreamTeam [10] .
DreamTeam is a platform for synchronous collaboration and offers a variety of services for application developers as well as for end-users. The environment consists of three parts: a development environment, a runtime environment and a simulation environment. The development environment mainly consists of a huge Java class library with groupware specific problem solutions. The runtime environment provides an infrastructure with special groupware facilities. The simulation environment allows to test the environment under specific network conditions. A front-end on top of the runtime environment allows endusers to control and configure the whole system. DreamTeam is based upon a completely decentralized architecture, thus there is no central server holding session states. The decentralized architecture leads to more complex algorithms, nevertheless performance bottlenecks are avoided and the system is much more reliable.
The object manager extends DreamTeam's development and runtime environment. It provides a clear separation between the shared data of a groupware application and its user interface. Many architectural styles for groupware applications like MVC [6] , ALV [4] , or PAC* [1] postulate a clear separation of application's data and user interface for an effective development and maintenance of groupware. The power of this separation stems from the fact that quite different user interfaces can be generated from the same shared data. Coupling shared data and the user interface is realized with a kind of extended callback mechanism which will not be described here. For the normal developer, the object manager abstracts away distribution characteristics and offers default mechanism, while an expert developer may customize the default mechanisms to her special needs.
O B J E C T M A N A G E R
The object manager compares with CORBA's object request broker (ORB), though its services support the special needs of groupware, including flexible object distribution, flexible coupling of user interfaces and shared data, latecomer support and configurable concurrency control.
Basically, the object manager handles shared objects via proxies [11] , where a proxy provides the same interface as the shared object, and thus can be used as a placeholder for a shared object. It encodes the arguments of a method call and distributes them. Moreover, the proxy stores additional object information, e.g. the used concurrency control scheme or the distribution mode. Inside a groupware application the developer uses the proxy in the same way as a local object. She does not have to care about an object's distribution, as the necessary mechanisms are hidden.
Since the discussion about the best distribution mode is still going on, our toolkit supports replicated as well as central objects. We favor the use of replicated objects where high responsiveness is needed, e.g. group editors. Central objects fit well when the object itself contains a great amount of data, e.g. a video, and only small parts of the object must be transmitted, e.g. single frames. Figure 1 shows a class diagram for a replicated object in UML syntax. For each type of object class, the developer must extend a basic central or replicated object class and provide an interface specifying those methods which can be accessed remotely. Using these class extensions the proxy generator, which is part of the development environment, automatically creates the corresponding proxy. To access the shared object it must be registered in the object manager, which upon registration returns the corresponding proxy. This proxy can be used in the same way as the shared object. This frees the developer from 
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caring about an object's distribution or concurrency control.
Although these mechanisms are hidden, a developer may configure their usage with regard to
Distribution mode: By either extending the basic central object class or the basic replicated object class the distribution mode can be defined.
Local execution of methods:
In contrast to methods which modify a shared object, methods which do not change the object's state, can be executed locally.
Concurrency control:
In the following section we describe in more detail how concurrency control can be configured.
CONCURRENCY CONTROL
Instead of distributing object versions themselves we distribute method calls on the shared object. If all methods which modify the content of a shared object are executed under distributed mutual exclusion, consistency is guaranteed.
Our concurrency control configuration bases on this idea. Usually, not all methods of a shared object modify all components of the object. To allow simultaneous method execution, if possible, our concurrency control scheme uses multiple locks.
Whenever a method mi of a distributed object is called, all locks of the method's lock set MLi = {lj I mi~ lm'J(l)} are requested. To avoid deadlocks, locks are requested according to the order defined by the sequence L. This approach originally stems from resource allocation in operating systems [3] . Instead of locking the whole object our approach achieves a maximum of concurrency as independent properties can be manipulated concurrently.
Let a shared object offer a set M = {rail i=1 ..... n A n ~ IN~ of methods as specified in its proxy interface. The developer can group these methods into sets of mutually excluded methods, EMj c M, which form the object's exclusive method set, OEM = {EMj I j=l ..... k A k ~ l~a.
All necessary locks are elements of a sequence L = (lj I j=l ..... k ^ k ~ IN). Each set of exclusive methods EMj is assigned a lock ly using the function lm : OEM ~ L, lm(E1V~.) = lj.

Method holds the lock.
Method is requesting the lock. For each shared object, the developer can define individual sets OEM, thus compromising between consistency and time consumption. If the developer does not care about individual synchronisation, she can choose from two predefmed schemes:
• Full synchronisation: All methods are executed under mutual exclusion.
• Null synchronisation: All methods may be executed concurrently.
At the moment, two pessimistic locking mechanisms have been implemented, one for replicated objects and one for central objects. For replicated objects, we adopted Singhal's token-based heuristically-aided algorithm for mutual exclusion [12] by extending it to situations where users may dynamically join or leave a running session. We chose Singhal's algorithm because it reduces user response times:
a site holding the token may enter a critical section without requesting permission from other sites like in, e.g., message based algorithms.
Singhal's algorithm only requests permission to enter a critical section from sites which are supposed to hold the token. Thus the number of exchanged messages to enter a critical section is reduced.
For central objects, the corresponding object manager has simply to ensure that locally no exclusive methods are executed in parallel. Here we implemented local semaphores as known from operating systems.
By using the programming technique open implementation [5] we added even more flexibility. Open implementation allows the developer to change a toolkit's implementation strategy. In our toolkit both realized kinds of locks extend the same superclass. By extending this superclass a developer can defme her own locks and exchange the predefined ones. This is especially useful if the application uses for example Mbone instead of the default TCP. Since the number of exchanged messages is less important in case of Mbone, a simpler algorithm may work more efficiently.
R E L A T E D W O R K
Related work can be found in earlier approaches to realize a flexible framework for groupware. For this purpose Dourish [2] and O'Grady [9] also use open implementation. While Dourish concentrates on realizing a flexible concurrency control scheme basing on consistency guarantees and promises, O'Grady's work focuses on flexible distribution strategies.
Munson et al. realized a concurrency control framework for collaborative systems [8] . This framework also ensures shared object's consistency by providing a set of predefmed object types and locking tables controlling reading and modifying access to the shared object.
Our object manager goes a big step further by providing a flexible concurrency control scheme as well as flexible distribution methods. By using proxies, it supports various kinds of shared objects, manipulation of the object's exclusive method set and developer-defined locks.
F U T U R E W O R K
The development of the object manager is still going on. There are a lot of further fields of interest. A concept of dynamic distribution will allow the system to dynamically def'me and change the distribution mode of an shared object, e.g. in dependency of current network conditions. The latecomer support will provide latecomers with an overview about recent events. Other fields have not been touched yet, e.g. access control or object persistence.
Beside the two predefmed pessimistic locking schemes, future versions will contain predefmed optimistic locking schemes as well. They will, e.g., allow the direct execution of a method before the lock is granted, and thus provide a undo method in case the lock grant is denied. The interface for defining individual locking schemes will then be extended to support the definition of individual optimistic locking schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Real-time collaborative editing systems (CESs) allow multiple users from different sites to edit the same document at the same time. A particular type of CESs is the object-based graphics collaborative editing systems (OCESs). An OCES document contains one or more graphical objects. Each object is represented by a set of attributes such as type, size, position, color, group, etc.. Editing operations can be used to create, modify or destroy objects.
Locking is a technique originally developed for concurrency control to maintain consistency in database systems [2] . Locking is also used to maintain consistency in many OCESs including Ensemble [6] , GroupDraw [4] , GroupGraphics [7] , and GroupKit [3] . These systems use locking to solve the problem of conflict where incommutative operations are generated concurrently to edit the same object. To ensure consistency, before an operation can be generated to edit an object, a lock on that object must be obtained. This will guarantee that only one user, the lock owner, can edit an object at a time. Many systems provide locking implicitly where locks are generated by the system. We have taken a different approach in our OCES called GRACE (GRAphics Collaborative Editing system). Locking alone cannot maintain consistency in GRACE because it does not preserve the intentions of conflicting operations [1] . Instead, an object replication scheme [1] is used to resolve conflicting operations. However, locking still has an important role in GRACE. It can be used to support object replication in maintaining consistency. Locking provides exclusive access to objects, thereby reduce the amount of conflict occurrence. If a conflict does occur, object replication is used to resolve the conflict. This paper examines how to provide optional and responsive locking which does not cause intention violation.
